
IDPs in Northern Syria camps suffer from bad living conditions especially with the advent of winter season. On the other 
hand, the increased IDPs’ numbers make the provided aid by humanitarian organizations insufficient and does not cover 
all IDPs’ needs. It is worth noting that late humanitarian response and delay in sending emergency materials delayed the 
humanitarian Implementation of winter projects and negatively affected IDPs. 

Twenty-one camps flooded at Atma and Al Karama clusters where large number of tents and rooms flooded, and ten 
tents were torn in Al Hadeel camp. In addition, heavy rain formed water ponds which caused difficulties in movement in 
Al Zouhour2 camp and sewage overflowed within four camps between 31/10/2016 and 2/11/2016.

Information Management Unit of the Assistance Coordination Unit has prepared a study on the most important IDPs’ 
needs for winter season in 170 camps within 8 different clusters in Northern Syria.  This study aims to strengthen the 
decision-making capacity of aid actors responding to IDPs crisis and provide humanitarian aid that meets all the needs. 
The total number of displaced families within assessed camps amounted 30906 (173795 IDPs) 57% of them are children.

Number of Individuals By Cluster



The total number of the newly displaced families in camps that arrived since last winter was 3,706 with a 
percentage of 12% of the total number of displaced families at assessed camps. These newly arriving fam-
ilies should be given a priority in providing humanitarian assistance because they are the neediest among 
IDPs

Most IDPs live in torn tents which do not resist rain or storms and do not protect them from cold winter. 
The following figure shows the number of living places within each cluster where the total number of tents 
was 23879 and the number of built rooms was 10918 within Qah, Sarmada, Al Karama, Al Rahma and Atma 
clusters. The high demand of IDPs on building rooms is due to the fact that active actors in the humanitar-
ian field within assessed camps rarely do periodic tents maintenance or replace the damaged ones. 
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There is a significant lack of heating equipment within the assessed camps especially in Salqin, Sarmada 
and Qah clusters where no heaters were distributed last winter. Heaters distribution was done only in 23 
camps in 5 assessed clusters. About 5512 heaters were distributed last winter and 31% were defective.

Rain insulators are considered a main winter pri-
ority in camps. Tent rain insulator is a plastic cover 
that is installed above the tent or the room to pre-
vent rainwater leak. The results of the study show 
that 74% of tents, 78% of built rooms and 51% of 
caravans in all clusters need rain insulators tents 
that need replacement was 17% and the percent-
age of tents that need repair was 16% of the total 
tents number.
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The Quality of Heaters

Need for Blankets

The kind of consumed fuel is related to the type of heaters used in camps, therefore, the current study 
covered the type of consumed fuel in camps during last winter in order to provide them with the appro-
priate fuel that matches used heaters. The study shows that 114 out of 170 camps use coal oil, 37 camps 
use diesel and only 19 camps use firewood for heating. Firewood was the only kind of fuel used in Kherbet 
Aljouz cluster because of its availability within the region. It is worth mentioning that the scarcity of heating 
fuel forced IDPs to use dangerous methods of heating such as burning wood, paper, and plastic which 
leads to asphyxia and causes fires. 

Two out of 170 assessed camps received blankets within the last six months, namely Al Fatiha in Kherbet 
Aljouz cluster and Al Dana in Sarmada cluster. Hence, all assessed camps need blankets with various per-
centages knowing that the quality of most available blankets is bad. The following figure shows the number 
of needed blankets within assessed clusters. 
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The Last Distribution of Blankets

The Percentage of Winter Clothes
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The number of roads that need paving increased from 67 camps last winter to 124 camps this winter. This 
assures the scarcity of roads paving projects within assessed camps. 
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Ninety-five assessed camps faced difficulties in the drainage of rain water because of the bad slope of land 

This study focused on the most important obstacles that IDPs have faced during last winter in order to 
overcome them and find the possible solutions. Most of the camps suffer from lack of fuel and therefore 
IDPs’ deprivation of heating. The second obstacle that IDPs encountered was aid insufficiency or unavail-
ability, and in other cases provided assistance did not match IDPs needs, in addition to torrent problem 
and drowned tents. 
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Thirty-one percent of assessed camps witnessed emergency displacement movement due to security and 
military developments. 

The need of fuel, rain insulators and heaters tops the priorities in almost all camps to prepare for winter 
season, followed by blankets and tent replacement with the same rate. Hence, there is a need for urgent 
winter packages in camps which contain blankets, winter clothes, sleeping mat, utensils and personal hy-
giene kits. In addition to providing winter supplies of food and health needs. However, there is an urgent 
need for roads maintenance and road paving with gravel to avoid floods, and an urgent maintenance of 
dumping holes and drainage system. 
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Issued by the Information Management Unit

Camps that Flooded or Witnessed Drainage Flood between 31/10/2016 and 2/11/2016
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